This paper demonstrates that usual time-memory tradeoffs offer no asymptotic advantage over exhaustive search. ]nstead, Lt proposes tradeoffs between time, memory, and parallel processing. Using this approach it Ls shown that most search_thE problems allow a tradeo~ between C~ , the cost per solution, and Can , the cost of the machine: doubling C,~ increases the solution rate by a factor of four, halving ~. The machine which achieves this has an unusual architecture, with a number of processors sharing a large memory through a sorting/switching network. The implications for cryptanalysis, the knapsack problem, multiple encryption and VLS] are discussed.
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To formalize, we assume that cp ~s the cost of one processor, c m is the cost of one word of memory (or bit, since constant factors are neglected), and P and /,/ are the number of processors and words of memory used by the machine, so that But cp and cm are just constant factors, which we are neglecting so we can
Equations (i) and (2) assume that memory and processors are the dominant cost of the machine. Later, when we add additional components (e.g., a switching network so any processor can access any word of memory), we must ensure that their costs do not dominate the cost o[ the machine by more than constant or logarithmic factors which we are neglecting.
Using (~), C~., the cost per run, is
and C~, the cost per solution, ~s
C~ = C,./S = max(P,J~). T/S (4)
where S is the simultaneity of solution (the number of problems solved sLmultaneously in one run).
In the followin~q we sha/l find the various (Cry, Cs) points.
i. Exhaustive search has P=M=i, T=N, S=I so Crn=l and C~=N.
2. The usual form of tame lookup has P=i, M=N, T=I (neglecting precomputation) and S:I so CCr~:N and Cs:N. 
